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Abstract. The ship navigation safety evaluation is to estimate the influencing factors of ship's safe
navigation and evaluation, which is to constitute the indicator system of ship navigation safety of
risk estimate and evaluation. The essential purpose for the evaluation is whether it constitute the
index system of ship navigation safety and whether it meets safety requirements. According to the
result of evaluation, we have adjusted the index system of the elements to strengthen the navigation
safety measures and reduce the risk of larger accident probability.
Introduction
At present, the ship navigation safety evaluation is mainly to find the cause of the accident,
summing up experience and lessons, and take measures to prevent accidents, this method can
prevent accidents to reduce the risk , but also it has many deficiencies, mainly displays in: with
experience and intuition to know and deal with the ship navigation safety danger and hidden
dangers existing in the index system, using the general concept of "security" or "unsafe" is more,
the lack of quantitative expression of ship navigation safety. From considering the ship navigation,
the safety measures has been based on elements of a system, when elements have larger changes in
the system, the existing methods and experience will have bigger limitation, that is lack of overall
analysis of the index system of navigation safety. Therefore, to systematically and comprehensively
solve the security problem, evaluation of ship navigation safety accidents mainly adopts the
absolute index. We have found it difficult to make the right assessment of the state change of ship
navigation safety. The ship navigation safety evaluation is to estimate the influencing factors of
ship's safe navigation and evaluation, which is to constitute the indicator system of ship navigation
safety of risk estimate and evaluation. The essential purpose for the evaluation is whether it
constitute the index system of ship navigation safety and whether it meets safety requirements.
According to the result of evaluation, we should adjust the index system of the elements, to
strengthen the navigation safety measures and reduce the risk of larger accident probability.
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation
The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is an object of a given considering various fuzzy factors in the
evaluation and decision method. Because the ship on the voyage influence the navigational safety of
numerous factors, and the vast majority of ambiguity, Therefore, it is in line with the actual
situation that fuzzy mathematics comprehensive evaluation method is used to evaluate the
navigation safety of ships.
Structure of Ship Navigation Safety Evaluation Index System
The ship navigation safety evaluation index system has the first class index including personal
factors， environmental factors， ship factors and management factors. For the second index,
personal factors have work experience, knowledge, literacy, experience, accident, fault management.
Environmental factors include cabin environment; living cabin weather and sea conditions, port and
navigation conditions, traffic density. Ship factors have ship technical status, ship maintenance
status; equipment reliability. Management factors have security management, management onshore
management, training management and rest time.
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Impact Factors of International Ship Safety and
Reliability in Emergency State
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Figure 1. Safety Reliability Of International Ships Influencing Factors
Setup Judgment Matrices
The hierarchical structure of this paper is based on the evaluation index system of Safety
Reliability Of International Ships Influencing Factors ,and test the consistency, and weigh the value
of each index layer as follow：
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In the first class index including personal factors， environmental factors， ship factors and
management factors, personal factors is important. For the second index, Among personal factors,
work experience is much more important. Among environmental factors weather and sea conditions
is a bit important. Among environmental factors, weather condition is important. Among ship
factors, equipment reliability is important. Among management factors, security management is a
bit important.
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Conclusion
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method of ship navigation safety evaluation is from the index
system of ship navigation safety factors and analysize the factors of inner link, also consider the
external conditions affecting the safety of ship navigation and environmental conditions influence
on navigation safety of differences. Through the quantitative calculation of the model, the ship
navigation safety evaluation index include the main factors and secondary factors for shipping
companies, the maritime administrative department and waterways, this can provide reliable and
detailed information and data to avoid safety measures of empirical and blindness. We apply
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to evaluate the ship sailing index factors, not only for
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enriching the ship navigation safety management theory, scientific and reasonable understanding of
the importance of affect ship navigation safety, but also improving the working methods, better the
management of ship navigation safety.
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